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Chapter 148 There Was a Crack in His Feelings

“I believe in your abilities and my brother’s judgment.”

Once something went wrong with their team’s report, they would definitely start with Ryan. Therefore, no matter if that document

was wrong or not, Ryan would not be able to escape.

“In that case, I will not disturb you anymore.” Elena only wanted to leave this place as soon as possible.

Last time she came here, Amara had already started quarreling. Today, they actually started fighting. If it was in Lewis Family,

perhaps everyone would blame her.

But today, Roman didn’t blindly defend Amara. Instead, the battle between the two of them had calmed down. He did a do a good

deed.

“I will let you go today, but let me tell you this. The matter between the two of us isn’t over yet. I will definitely not let you go

next time.” Amara wished that she could pull her tendons and skin her skin.

She had never suffered such humiliation before. If it wasn’t for Roman, she would definitely let her know the consequences of

offending her.

Elena sneered. “hehe, is that so? I will give you the same words. Don’t think that you have been pampered since you were young,

so everyone has to give in to you. I, Elena, won’t give in. what I hate the most is a woman like you. I hate you since I was young.

I will never be able to change it for the rest of my life.”

In the past, Elena would give in to this woman because of her mother. But now, she no longer needed to beg the Lewis family.

There was no need for her to pursue fake feelings with this family.

After Elena finished speaking, she left.

Amara looked at Roman in puzzlement. “Are you going to let her go like this? She even dared to do this to me here.”

Amara’s face was full of grievance. She had never suffered such grievance since she was young. She realized that ever since she

knew Elena, her life had been filled with many disasters.

“It was your fault in the first place. Even if you report it to your grandfather, he will also help her. I forcefully suppressed this

matter, and she will definitely not say anything outside. She will give me face. But if you want to make this matter bigger, it’ll be

hard to stop when the time comes.”

Roman wasn’t as petty as Amara. If it wasn’t because he wanted to put Ryan to death by using this opportunity, how could he bear

to let others touch Elena?

During this period of time, Amara and Elena appeared one after another. He realized more and more that Elena was indeed much

more capable than Amara.

This Amara was just a vase. If not for the support of the Lewis family, he definitely would not choose such a woman as his wife.

“She hit me a few times today. Once day, I will make that woman pay the price. I can’t just let it go like this.”

Amara took her bag and left the office. Although she knew what Roman wanted to do, she did not want that woman to be so

impudent in front of her.

Roman looked at the financial report and inserted the document that he had prepared earlier into it. He put all the documents

together. Although it was a little troublesome, it was a good plan to deal with Ryan.

Elena returned to her office. Everyone looked up and saw the obvious palm print on Elena’s face. It looked like she had been

bullied upstairs.

Only Roman’s current girlfriend, Amara, dared to attack openly.

Tina wanted to see the palm print on Elena’s face and went forward to ask, “Sister-in-law, what happened to you? Who bullied

you?”

Elena looked at her coldly. “Go back to work if you have nothing to do. Elsa, come to my office.”

Elena called Elsa to her office and closed the door. She didn’t have the mood to deal with this hypocritical woman.

Elsa looked at Elena and asked, “What happened to you? Could it be that Amara bullied you again?”

“How did you know it was Amara?” Elena was a little curious. These people did not see it, so how did they guess that it was

Amara?

“Isn’t it hard to guess? In the entire company, only the CEO would dare to do this to you. The CEO naturally would not hit a

woman. Then it could only be the CEO’s girlfriend. So it could only be her.”

Elsa was not stupid, she clearly knew the situation. But Ryan was not here now, so Elena could only endure such bullying.

After all, no one in the big company dared to go against the CEO.

Elena left Ryan’s office and took some ice cubes to put on his face. “You are right. Only Amara in the whole company would dare

to do this to me. But I’m not angry, because Amara is the most pitiful.”

Think about how Roman’s attitude was towards Amara in the office, Elena clearly feel that there was a crack between the two of

them.

“What do you mean?” Elsa did not understand.

Amara was born in a prestigious family and Roman was such a handsome prince. The two of them were a match made in heaven.

How could they be the most pitiful?
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